Introduction
This book is a resource for both players and gamemasters
on the subject of dragonkin. Dragonkin are creatures descended
from or related to dragons. In some cases, dragonkin are created naturally by normal breeding between a polymorphed dragon and a humanoid. In other cases, dragonkin are created unnaturally through foul magic and nefarious sorcery. Sometimes
dragonkin breed amongst themselves to create diluted versions
of their original breed, while other times dragonkin result from
bio-modified dragon eggs transmuted before they hatch.
Regardless of the creation method, all dragonkin share certain things in common. First and foremost, they are heir to dragons. This unique position gives them both powerful abilities and
great limitations. For every fiery breath weapon, there is an
obvious scale or horn that marks a half-dragon as an outsider.
For every natural immunity or fearsome ability, there is an overwhelming ambition that leads to quixotic and sometimes deadly quests. And no matter what they do, dragonkin can’t escape
one everpresent fact: they are the spawn of dragons, and it is to
dragons that they are ultimately beholden.
This sourcebook presents dragonkin for use as both player
characters and monsters. The first chapter presents the origins
of dragonkind. These origins play into the motivations of dragonkin characters and determine their interactions with greater
powers.
The second chapter presents a wide range of new options
for dragonkin characters. These include racial templates

describing the various dilutions of dragon blood, from halfdragons to dragontouched to wyrmbred (who lack draconic
blood but are raised by dragon “parents”). Four new prestige
classes are presented, along with a host of feats and discussion
of draconic relation to other creatures, particularly kobolds.
The larger issues of dragonkin and their relationship to
dragons are addressed in chapter three. This chapter introduces
dragon avatars, ancient wyrms of such enormous power that
they have become demigods unto themselves. They can grant
powers to their followers, who in most cases are other dragons
or dragonkin. These dragon avatars in many cases have churches and cults devoted to their worship.
Chapter four presents new options for dragon magic, both
divine and arcane. This includes a new clerical domain and new
spells. This chapter also discusses the practice of egg modification, where dragon eggs are transmuted before birth to create
mutated dragons. These dragonkin are unlike their humanoid
cousins but nonetheless are indeed dragonkin.
Chapter five introduces new monsters related to dragonkin
and the other topics in the book. Finally, chapter six discusses
ways to run a dragonkin campaign.
By the time you are finished with the Complete Guide to
Dragonkin, you should be fully prepared to conduct adventures
centered around these creatures. Whether they play the role of
heroic defenders or horrid aggressors, they fill an exotic role
that adds mystery and adventure to any campaign.
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